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Summary 

 
Winter testing is a mandatory part of every vehicle being developed. Northern Sweden has several 

testing grounds where the main test activity for obvious reasons takes place during the coldest 

winter months. There is, however, a need in the automotive industry to extend the season to 

accelerate the vehicle development process. A pre study project investigates the requirements to set 

up a climate hall to enable winter testing of vehicles all year around. The current report is a 

separated energy focused study to reveal the preliminary energy requirement and investment cost 

for the dominating energy systems. 

The climate hall design is assumed to include 55 000 m2 indoor test surface in an L-shape. The indoor 

climate conditions should be -7°C and RH 80 %. The ground surface temperature is assumed to be 

-9°C to maintain good conditions for snow and ice surfaces. The outdoor climate is assumed to be 

similar to Arvidsjaur, although it is not yet decided where the climate hall will be located. The usage 

patterns were not known, but for the study it was assumed that test activities are present 12 hours 

per day 7 days a week. The activity assumption consists of 10 vehicles in action, 20 people present 

and full light requirement in the whole facility.  

The largest energy system is the refrigeration system which is designed as a traditional industrial 

ammonia system with air coils cooling the air and a secondary fluid circuit cooling the floor. Design 

capacity is estimated to 1.9 MW with a maximum power requirement of 620 kWel. The annual 

electricity usage will be about 1.4 GWhel. The investment cost was estimated to 30 -35 Mkr.  

Heat will mainly be recovered from the refrigeration system with an option of using the refrigeration 

system as a heat pump. The design heat load is 0.6 MW and 0.25 GWh on an annual basis. The 

heating system was not cost estimated.  

Air handling concerns ventilation, air leakage and humidity control. The ventilation requirement is a 

challenge to calculate since it depends on type of vehicles, engines and driving pattern. In the current 

calculation the CO2-emission has been used as a base for the required fresh air flow and calculated to 

15 m3/s.  Ventilation causes a significant heat load and it is therefore important to minimize 

deliberate and accidental (leakage) ventilation. The air handling unit is assumed to work with internal 

heat recovery. Dehumidification is another important function which in this case is integrated in the 

same unit as ventilation. The maximum dehumidification load from air leakage was estimated to 170 

kg/h. On top of this there is the internally generated moisture which comes from staff and vehicles, 

adding another 60 kg/h. The design power demand, provided the regeneration heat is taken from 

heat recovery, is 61 kWel and the annual energy demand is 210 MWhel. The investment cost including 

assembly is estimated to 5 Mkr.  

The lighting system is based on LED-technology because of its high efficiency and long life time. The 

desired light level is set to 400 lux which gives an installed power of 3.9 W/m2 as design condition. It 

can be significantly reduced if capacity is controlled by dimming and sectioning. The design power for 

the whole facility is 220 kW and the annual electricity usage is 940 MWh. The estimated investment 

cost is 9-10 Mkr. 

The energy systems interact and there is a great potential to further reduce the energy usage by 

short and long term energy storages. Such storages may in this case be snow and/or geothermal 
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storages which will reduce peak loads and in general improve the conditions for primarily the 

refrigeration system. In general it can be said that such storages will increase the investment cost but 

on the other hand reduce the cost of operation. It was found that a borehole storage system is far 

cheaper for this application, with investment and operation costs of about 8 Mkr and 500 000 kr per 

year. There was a problem with slightly too high temperatures during the warmest days the first 

summers, and that has to be dealt with in further stages.  

In total the “big five” – the dominating energy systems (refrigeration, heating, ventilation, 

dehumidification and lighting) will contribute to the design power demand by approximately 900 

kWel. The peak will normally happen during the summer with the highest temperatures and humidity. 

From a cost of operation point of view the energy systems will contribute with about 2.5 GWhel. The 

total cost of the energy systems lies within the range of 44-50 mil kr. An energy storage will increase 

the investment cost but decrease the energy usage. The aggregated effect of this was not included in 

this study.  
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Sammanfattning 
 
Vinterprov har allt mer blivit en flaskhals för fordonsindustrin. Orsaken är industrins allt kortare 
utvecklingstider och alltmer komplexa säkerhetssystem, såsom radarsystem, låsningsfria bromsar 
och antisladdsystem. Det tar idag mindre än två år att utveckla en färdig bil, vilket leder till att det i 
de flesta fall bara finns en säsong tillgänglig för vintertestning. Klimatförändringar gör vintrarna mer 
oberäkneliga, samtidigt som kraven på precision och repeterbarhet ökar. En klimathall blir därmed 
en viktig komponent i framtida vintertestverksamhet.  
 
En förstudie ledd av Luleå tekniska universitet ska under hösten 2013 leverera en rapport som ett 
beslutsunderlag för anläggning av en klimathall. En viktig del för att göra förstudien framgångsrik ur 
ett tekniskt perspektiv är att kunna presentera lösningar för låga driftskostnader. Andra tekniska 
aspekter som styr både driftkostnader och investeringskostnader är dimensionerande eleffekter vilka 
styr kraftmatningen till anläggningen. Samtidigt är investeringskostnaderna naturligtvis viktiga att 
känna till för att planera en eventuell finansiering av anläggningen. 
 
Föreliggande rapport har fokuserat på anläggningens energisystem. De dominerande 
energianvändande systemen är kyla, värme, ventilation, avfuktning och belysning. Dessa system 
kommer att påverka varandra och kan samtidigt interagera i positiv bemärkelse. Med det senare 
avses att t.ex. värme kan återvinnas från kylsystemet, återvunnen värme kan användas vid 
avfuktning, etc. Det finns ytterligare möjligheter att öka utbytet genom att mellanlagra energi i t ex 
ett geoenergilager eller utnyttja säsongslagrad energi såsom snö.  
 
Grundläggande förhållanden  
För de olika systemens dimensionering har några grundläggande design och driftförhållanden 
antagits för klimathallen. Ytor och byggnadskonstruktion har antagits efter förslag från studentgrupp 
2, vilket betyder ca 55 000 m2 byggnadsyta i L-form där också andra parametrar såsom takhöjd och 
isolerklass har använts. Av golvytan så antas ca 44 000 m2 vara sk frusen yta som är täckt av snö eller 
is och därför kräver kylning i golvet. När det gäller hallens klimat och användning så har det ansatts 
att lufttemperaturen ska vara -7°C och RH 80 %. Isytans temperatur har ansatts till -9°C eftersom en 
värmetransport till ytan anses vara säkrare och bidra till bättre is och snökvalitet. Det omgivande 
klimatet har hämtats från Arvidsjaur då en sannolik placering är någonstans i Norrlands inland i 
anslutning till nuvarande testfaciliteter. När det gäller användningsmönstret i hallen vad gäller antal 
aktivitetstimmar, bilar, personer, etc. så har det antagits att aktivitet föreligger 12 timmar per dygn. I 
det här läget har dimensionerande aktivitet antagits som; full belysning, 10 bilar i aktion och 20 
personer närvarande.  
 
Kylsystemet 
Kylsystemets dimensionerande förutsättningar beror på klimat och aktivitet enligt ovan. Den 
dimensionerande kyleffekten bedöms vara ca 1.9 MW och det årliga kylenergibehovet ca 5.6 GWh. 
Maximal driveffekt (el) kommer att uppstå under den varmaste dagen och den beräknas inklusive 
hjälpeffekter (pumpar och fläktar) bli 620 kW. Drivenergin årligen har beräknats genom en 
årssimulering, med avseende på klimatet, men med en medelkyleffekt, vilket pekar på ett årligt 
elenergibehov om 1.37 GWh.  
Kylsystemet har förprojekterats som ett konventionellt industrikylsystem baserat på ammoniak som 
köldmedium. Detta system refereras till som ”referenssystemet”. En lösning har valts där den större 
delen av belastningen i hallen kyls bort av fläktluftkylare med ammoniakförångare. I den kylda delen 
av golvet ligger kylslingor förlagda i vilka det cirkuleras en köldbärare som i förslaget är ammoniak-
vatten. Kostnaden för kylsystemet bedöms ligga inom intervallet 30-35 Mkr vilket inkluderar 
kylsystem, fläktluftkylare, kylslingor, köldbärarpumpar, övriga värmeväxlare samt rördragning.   
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Värmebehov 
Värmebehovet i anläggningen kommer att vara förhållandevis litet då de interna lasterna tillför 
relativt mycket värme. Värmebehov finns i följande delar av anläggningen: garage, verkstad, kontor, 
tjälskydd, VåV till avfuktning samt i själva klimathallen. I de aktuella beräkningarna har värmebehov 
till garage, verkstad och kontor inte inkluderats. I klimathallen uppstår värmebehovet framförallt 
under de kallaste månaderna samt nattetid då den interna lasten är låg. Det dimensionerande 
behovet bedöms vara av storleksordningen 0.6 MW. På årsbasis blir värmeenergibehovet 
storleksordningen 0.25 GWh. Större delen av detta bedöms kunna återvinnas från kylsystemet och 
ett eventuellt energilager kan öka detta utbyte. Genom värmeåtervinning i ventilationssystemet så 
begränsas också värmebehovet. Kostnaden för värmesystemet är inte inkluderat. 
 
Ventilation och avfuktning 
Ventilationsbehovet bör utredas vidare dels för att det är en av de enskilt starkast påverkande 
parametrarna på energianvändningen i sin helhet och dels för att de ”normala” normer som finns för 
lokaler med fordonsaktivitet inte är tillämpliga då de i allmänhet föreskriver ett ventilationsbehov 
per m2 och inte i förhållande till faktiskt antal fordon. I denna studie har ventilationsbehovet antagits 
vara direkt kopplat till CO2-emissionen. Väl medvetna om att andra emissioner föreligger så har det 
därför antagits att om CO2-nivån kontrolleras med friskluftstillförsel så kommer även övriga 
emissioner att vara inom rimliga värden. Det beräknade friskluftbehovet är ca 15 m3/s. Givet att 
intern värmeåtervinnig är önskvärd leder det till ett ventilationsaggregat av typen FTX (från-, tilluft 
och VåV).  
 
Det dimensionerande avfuktningsbehovet är relativt stort då byggnadens utsträckning är stor, vilket 
normalt leder till omfattande s.k. ofrivillig ventilation genom läckage. Den dimensionerande 
fuktlasten genom läckage är ca 170 kg H2O per timme. Till detta kommer en intern fuktgenerering 
från fordon och personer. Det motsvarar ca 24 kg per dygn för personal, fordonen ytterligare ca 60 
kg/timme vid full aktivitet enligt tidigare antagande. För att hantera de olika fuktlasterna så har en 
avfuktare av absorptionstyp valts. Denna kan arbeta vid låga temperaturer och kan använda 
återvunnen värme från kylsystemet för regenerering vilket sparar energi. 
Det maximala eleffektbehovet för det kombinerade ventilations- och avfuktningssystemet är 61 kW 
vilket huvudsakligen består i fläktmotorarbete. Givet att den återvunna värmen finns tillgänglig på 
nivån ca 65°C så kommer värmeåtervinningen helt att täcka regenereringsenergin. Det årliga 
elenergibehovet uppskattas till 210 MWh givet att kapacitetsreglerad fläktar används. 
Investeringskostnaden bedöms för avfuktning- tillsammans med ventilationssystem och 
kanaldragning vara ca 5 Mkr.  
 
Belysning 
Belysningssystemet är i nuläget ett LED-baserat system. LED-tekniken har utvecklats och utvecklas 
snabbt och har genom sin höga effektivitet en extra stor finess i kylda utrymmen. Förlustvärme från 
belysningen måste annars kylas bort med kylsystemet vilket gör att man betalar ”två gånger” för den 
tillförda elenergin. Belysningsbehovet har antagits till 400 lux vilket torde vara högst tillräckligt för de 
fordonsövningar som kan vara aktuella. Den aktuella dimensioneringen visar att energianvändningen 
vid full effekt blir ca 3.9 W/m2. Den totala eleffekten blir då ca 220 kW och på årsbasis blir detta i 
storleksordningen 940 MWh. Det ska dock tilläggas att detta kan reduceras kraftigt med sektionering, 
kapacitetsreglering och närvarostyrning. Den uppskattade kostnaden för ett LED-system med denna 
specifikation är 9-10 Mkr. 
 
Potential med termiska lager  
Det finns flera möjligheter att minska elanvändningen för uppvärmning och kylning genom att 
använda olika typer av termiska lager. I.o.m. att värmebehovet under endast några få timmar är 
större än kylbehovet så har det inte bedömts intressant att titta på något värmelager. Vad gäller 
kyllager så finns några olika alternativ; snökyla, borrhålslager, fasförändringsmaterial (PCM, t.ex. 
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paraffiner) och termokemiska lager (TCES, t.ex. Glaubersalt). Studien omfattar snökyla och 
borrhålslager. Driveffekten (el) kommer minska med ett lagersystem p.g.a. lägre 
kondenseringstemperatur.  
 
Den lägsta temperaturen man kan få ut ur ett snölager är noll grader, men i praktiken vågar man inte 
lova mer än +2oC, p.g.a. förluster och andra brister. I ett borrhålslager kan man få ut lägre 
temperaturer än noll grader, men det finns i dagsläget inga modeller för att simulera lagret för 
konstant frysning. I båda alternativen har därför antagits att systemet använder frikyla när 
lufttemperaturen är under -12oC, därefter kyler man kylmaskinerna (kondenserar) mot luft, och när 
lufttemperaturen överstiger +8oC kondenseras kylmaskinerna mot snökylaanläggningen resp. 
borrhålslagret. I båda fallen blir därför kylbehovet ca 3000 MWh/år.  
 
Snökyla 
Det krävs ca 72 000 m3 snö för att klara kylbehovet, och gropens mått skulle bli 165 x 115 x 6.7 m (L x 
B x H), varav 4 m under markytan och resten innanför en vall som byggs med de urschaktade 
massorna. All snö produceras med snökanoner under den kallaste perioden då det också är billigast 
att göra snön. Investeringskostnaden för anläggningen uppskattas grovt till 18-20 Mkr och 
driftskostnaden till 650 000 kr/år.  
 
Borrhålssystem  
Om man bara tar ut värme (vid uppvärmning) eller tillför värme (vid kylning) till ett borrhålssystem så 
kommer temperaturen att sjunka resp. stiga under anläggningens hela livslängd och för eller senare 
får man inte tillräckligt låg temperatur från borrhålen. Man vill därför ha en hyfsat bra balans mellan 
uttagen och tillförd värme och systemet behöver därför återladdning av kyla vintertid (d.v.s. föra bort 
värme). Denna värme kan t.ex. dumpas mot vinterluft eller kallt vatten i en sjö eller älv. Vid 
simuleringar visade det sig ”svårt” att hålla temperaturen under +8oC, speciellt om systemet skall 
klara av spetslasten, d.v.s. de varmaste dagarna i juli och augusti. Därför antogs att man laddar in 
mer kyla än man tar ut, d.v.s. för bort mer värme vintertid än man återför (dumpar) sommartid. Det 
innebär att temperaturen kontinuerligt sjunker i lagret. Detta är dock enkelt att hantera i realiteten 
eftersom man bara återladdar lite mindre kyla med tiden. Ett system med 120 borrhål á 250 m klarar 
i stort sett temperaturkraven, utom de varmaste dagarna de första åren. Detta kan förslagsvis 
hanteras genom att temperaturen i hallen sänks lite extra under natten, d.v.s. ett korttidslager.  En 
grov kostnadsuppskattning ger en investeringskostnad av 7 – 8 Mkr (exkl. fläktkonvektorer) och en 
driftkostnad på 500 000 kr/år. 
 
Summarum 
Totalt sett så kan de dominerande energisystemen (kyla, värme, ventilation, avfuktning & belysning) 
väntas bidra med ett dimensionerande eleffektbehov av ca 900 kW, vilket väntas infalla på 
sommaren vid en kombination av hög omgivningstemperatur och hög luftfuktighet. Sett i ett 
driftkostnads-perspektiv kommer dessa system totalt att använda ca 2.5 GWh el årligen. 
Installationerna av energisystemen bedöms kosta 44-50 mil kr. Med ett energilager kommer 
elanvändningen reduceras, samtidigt som investeringskostnaden förändras, och vi ber att få 
återkomma med dessa uppgifter.   
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1 Introduction 

In the process of developing new car models, different tests are made.  Some of the tests are directly 

connected to the car's behaviour in cold climates. It is important to know that the car's heating 

system, engine, brakes and safety systems operate reliable also in climates where temperatures are 

low.  

The set up and realization of these tests takes a lot of time and usually they are performed in an 

outdoor field with cold climates and groomed trails. The season of winter testing in Sweden 

undergoes from November / December to March / April. As the automotive industry constantly 

wants to shorten development time for new models, there is a large interest in performing winter 

testing continuously. By having a building with constant cold climates, that meet all clients’ needs 

throughout the year, the manufacturers hope to shorten this development time. 

In such a building, here called a climate hall, the testing can run continuously and regardless of the 

outdoor climate. A climate hall also provides an advantage regarding the repeatability of tests, where 

the climate conditions can be kept almost constant (among tests) and thereby the test reliability 

becomes higher. To investigate the interest for such a plant, an earlier pre study was made. There 

was a large interest for a climate hall and it was almost seen as a necessity to compete with other 

regions, why it was decided to continue the investigations. This project was initiated by the car 

testing companies in northern Sweden and Luleå University of Technology.  

In order to investigate the conditions and thereby form a decision basis for realisation and plant 

financing, the present and future needs, possible locations together with estimated investment and 

operation costs were investigated. The present study is one part of that project, and it will form a 

basis for if and how the project will continue.  

The project aimed to suggest a plant design and make an estimation of the construction and 

operating conditions of such a climate hall. Depending on the climate change and other 

environmental issues, the focus was on the solutions that reduces the electricity need. 

The constant climate will be provided by a heating and cooling system and air handling units. Such a 

system will require large amounts of energy. The ventilation requirements are also very important 

and must be met in order to provide a clean and safe atmosphere inside the hall. 

 

Since the project is of general interest to the cooling trade, the trade organisation Kylbranschens 

Samarbetsstiftelse (KYS) decided to co-finance the study and also to finance a more thorough and 

extensive study if the stakeholders decide to continue with  the preparations.  

 

The project has been carried out by “Energi & Kylanalys” and “Snowpower”, in cooperation with 

some other companies.  
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2 Background  

Winter car testing started in the 1970’s and escalated in the eighties. During a number of years now, 

the growth has exceeded 15 percent. Today there are about 30 plants and 15 entrepreneurs active in 

the area. About 4000 vehicles are tested in the region every year, and the testing activities generate 

about 100 000 guest nights annually.  

In order to estimate the needs of the testing companies the organisation Test Site Sweden (TSS) 

made an investigation some time ago. It was found that it gets more and more important to have 

access to a climate hall, also shown by the climate hall venture in Ivalo, Finland. Another finding was 

that both icy and snowy surface conditions should be available to increase the benefit of the plant. It 

was discussed to admit the climate hall to be available during the winter and the possibilities to 

simulate various conditions like mist, fog and darkness, separately and in combination.  

The present study however was made assuming a constant climate. 

As one part of the project, students at LTU made rather extensive assignments concerning design, 

strength calculations and energy solutions. Parts of their work were involved in the present study. 

The stakeholders of the project were vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers already active in 

winter testing region, test contractors in the region, researchers in different relevant areas and new 

customer groups to the test industry in northern Sweden. 

2.1 Specification and requirements  

The suggested climate hall should meet a number of requirements. Concerning the climate, the 

following requirements were assumed: 

 The temperature inside the climate hall shall be maintained around -7oC. 

 The relative humidity (RH) shall be maintained at about 80 %. 

 Freezing spaces/areas outside the building and offices etc were not accounted for in this 
part of the study.  

 The air handling system shall secure a good air quality (further discussed in the report) 

The energy estimation is limited to the cooling and heating loads and a rough estimation of the air 

handling design. During the next phases, a detailed design for the cooling, heating and ventilation 

systems will be presented. 

From an energy point of view the pre-study contains: 

 Heat recovery and thermal energy storage, including snow cooling. 

The results are presented as investment costs and estimated annual electricity consumption.  
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2.2 Climate and temperature data  

The location of a climate hall is very important from different reasons. From an energy point of view 

the climate and access to different energy “Medias” like rivers and ground are the most relevant. It 

was not decided where a climate hall should be built, and in this pre study the climate of Arvidsjaur 

was used. During the last eleven years, the annual mean temperature has been about 1oC, Table 1.  

Table 1. Monthly and annual temperatures for Arvidsjaur, year 2002 – 2012 (SMHI). 

In the calculations, temperature data on an hourly basis was used, to get an exact load calculation. 

Since no hourly temperature profile for Arvidsjaur was available, a temperature profile was obtained 

by using hourly data from SMHI for Luleå city year 2012, and then converting it to Arvidsjaur 

temperatures. This was done by adjustment according to monthly mean temperatures of Arvidsjaur 

for the years 2002 – 2012. The temperature profile used is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Temperature curve used in the calculations.  

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

January -10,4 -15,5 -12,3 -7,5 -8,8 -12,3 -6,3 -9,3 -12,6 -11,5 -10,0

February -6,7 -6,4 -9,9 -10,0 -10,4 -12,8 -5,5 -14,2 -15,8 -15,3 -12,8

March -5,5 -1,9 -5,4 -7,9 -10,7 -2,3 -7,2 -5,9 -7,8 -5,1 -2,0

April 2,4 -0,2 0,6 1,5 0,0 1,1 -0,3 0,3 0,2 3,4 -1,7

May 8,7 6,8 6,2 4,7 7,0 5,8 5,4 8,1 6,5 6,5 5,1

June 14,2 11,7 9,9 11,3 12,6 12,6 11,3 11,5 10,4 14,1 9,4

July 15,6 17,6 13,7 15,6 15,3 13,9 14,5 13,7 15,1 16,3 13,5

August 16,0 12,4 12,7 12,6 15,7 12,9 10,5 13,5 11,7 12,5 11,9

September 7,1 7,2 7,6 8,4 9,1 5,9 6,2 8,7 7,4 8,9 6,3

October -2,7 0,0 0,3 3,8 -0,4 3,4 1,6 -1,7 1,6 2,7 0,1

November -9,2 -5,2 -7,1 -2,6 -2,8 -6,4 -5,3 -2,6 -11,7 0,4 -2,8

December -13,3 -8,7 -5,9 -9,7 -3,5 -4,2 -7,1 -11,4 -15,1 -5,2 -14,1

MEAN 1,4 1,5 0,9 1,7 1,9 1,5 1,5 0,9 -0,8 2,3 0,2
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3  The building  

The design of the climate hall was not decided when the study was made. In the student projects 

different building designs, i.e. shapes, sizes and constructions, were suggested. One example is 

shown in Figure 2.  

Figure 2. Overview of a possible design of the climate hall, suggested by students at LTU.  

In discussion with the project leaders it was decided to use the following sizes in this study: 

  Aceiling=55 000 m2  

 Afloor=55 000 m2  

 Awalls= 9600 m2  

3.1 Building envelop  

Energy is a major issue in the design of structures for both environmental and economic reasons. The 

building envelop shall reduce the energy need to keep the climate constant and shall also prevent 

moisture transfer between the inside and the outside, in both directions. In a “room” at -7oC there 

will be a moisture transfer from the inside to the outside during the coldest part of the year, but then 

the absolute humidity (AH) will be quite low. During the summer, however, the outdoor AH will be 

high and thus the driving force for moisture transfer from the outside towards the inside will be high, 

as well as the heat transfer. It is therefore important that the building is thermally well insulated and 

airtight.  

Another problem concerns moisture in the thermal insulation material. If moisture comes in there 

(during the summer) it will condense and freeze towards the inner wall, and then the thermal 

insulation qualities of the insulation drastically are reduced. This freezing might also destroy the 

walls. It is therefore important that the insulation part is air tight from both sides. We have therefore 

chosen Isolamins’ thickest sandwich panels for this study (k = 0.023 W/m.K).  
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The wall structure  

The standard type of walls that is related to this type of buildings comprises an outer panel of steel 

and an inner sandwich element, both fixed to the steel columns with steel aerators between, Figure 

3. 

Figure 3. Possible wall construction. 

Considering the construction elements used in the students reports, the same kind of walls was 

chosen in this study, Table 2.  

Table 2. Thermal properties of the wall construction  

 The calculated U-value for the walls then gets 0.11 W/m2.K. 

The ceiling structure 

 
The ceiling has the same structure as the walls, except for the wood panels. The ceiling was 

considered to have 100 mm insulation which corresponding U-value of 0.23 W/m2.K. 

  

O
u

ts
id

e

Inside

Steel layer
Aerator
Steel pillar

Aerator
Sandwich element:

Steel
Thermal insulation
Steel

Wall materials k (thermal cond, W/m,K) d (thickness, m)

Polyurethane 0.023 0.2

Wood panels 0.14 0.025

Plastic film 20 0.005

Others 0.22 0.013
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4 Heating and cooling load calculations  

The important parameters when estimating the total cooling and heating loads are building design 

(size, geometry, colour/-s, construction materials, air tightness), indoor climate (temperature, 

humidity, internal loads) and outside weather conditions (temperature, humidity, solar radiation, 

wind, precipitation). 

Many parameters are still preliminary. To increase the work efficiency during this phase and the 

coming phases, a model was built based on parameters that can be adjusted in the further phases, if 

needed.  

The load calculation was based on ASHRAE cooling load equations, and divided into three parts: 

 External loads (Temperature, solar radiation...) 

 Internal loads (Lighting, cars, people, electrical devices, etc…) 

 Ventilation load 

External loads were calculated for 24 hours per day, i.e. continuously. The internal and ventilation 

loads were assumed to be in operation for 12 hours per day, between 6 am and 6 pm.  

4.1 External loads 

Building envelop  

The external loads are mainly dependent on the outside air temperature (ventilation is treated 

below). An exact cooling load calculation requires cooling load software that takes into consideration 

e.g. the location of the hall, the walls orientation and the sun irradiation. But ASHRAE provides 

simple equations to evaluate the cooling load for residential and non-residential facilities. 

          ∑          [ ] 

Where U is the U-value (W/m2.K), A is surface area (m2), and T is the relevant temperature 

difference. The temperature inside the climate hall was assumed to be -7oC.  

The calculated maximum external heat load through the building envelop was 459 kW inwards 

(during summer) and 303 kW outwards (during winter). The calculated energy need was 1197 

MWhcooling and 159 MWhheating.  

Heat transfer from the ground 

Normally, when calculating the cooling loads, the heat gain from the ground is neglected. It is 

estimated to be 2-3 % of the total load (ASHRAE handbook of refrigeration, chapter 44). In this case 

the heat gain from the ground however is estimated, because of the low floor temperature and the 

large building area. The floor slab assumed is shown in Figure 4. The temperature below the thermal 

insulation is assumed to be 1oC and -9oC at the outside of the cooling pipes. If the temperature below 

the insulation drops below 1oC heat is supplied. In the calculations a 100 mm insulation (k=0.0037 
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W/m.K) was used. It was also assumed that the heating pipes were immersed in 150 mm sand (k=2 

W/m.K). 

Figure 4. Slab with different layers and installations.  

The total heat resistance between the pipes and the underside of the insulation: 

  
    

 
 

   

     
       [

    

 
] 

The heat gain from the ground then is: 

  
  

 
 
  (  )

    
      [

 

  
] 

 

The calculated maximum external heat load from the ground was 209 kW inwards (continuously). 

The calculated energy need was 1829 MWhcooling.  

There will also be some under floor heating, to avoid freezing in the ground, but that part is smaller 

and not included. To calculate it, it is necessary with simulations where the geothermal heat flow 

through the ground and border effects is included.  
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4.2 Internal loads 

Heat loads exist within buildings due to latent heat of moisture in the air and heat generated from 

human activity (employees and car testers in this case), cars, electrical appliances and lighting. 

The heat generated from cars was assumed to be 10 kW/car (Peter Jeppson, student report 3 & 

Jeevan Jayasuriya (KTH)) while the number of cars that can be tested at the same time will not 

exceed 10. This would give a 100 kW as a maximum. The heat generated from workers is around 50 

W/person (ASHRAE). Assuming not more than 20 persons working at the same time, the maximum 

heat load generated by workers would be 1 kW, i.e. negligible compared to the cars.  

The heat gain from the lighting system is calculated from a rule of thumb. A LED lighting system was 

chosen and 400 lux/m2 assumed to be enough for this type of facility. This gave a heat gain from the 

lighting system 3.9 W/m2 and 220 kW in total. 

The calculated maximum internal heat load was 100 + 1 + 220 = 331 kW. The calculated energy need 

was 1713 MWhcooling. 

4.3 Ventilation heat load 

The exhaust gases and emissions from the cars inside the climate hall emissions have to be removed 

and the air quality (of course including the oxygen level) should be kept at an acceptable level. This 

can be done by exchanging air, treating the air inside the building or by a combination of them.  

The exhausts from cars present two concerns, carbon oxide and particles, oil fumes, gasoline fumes 

etc. According to ASHRAE, CO is the more acute emission); the other could be particles, oil and 

gasoline fumes which may cause nausea and headaches and present a potential fire hazard [1], and 

others. The ventilation rate required to dilute CO to its acceptable levels is usually satisfactory to 

control the level of other contaminants as well, and this approach was used here. In an actual test 

facility it is however likely that air quality measurements are necessary and will be used. This 

approach might be included in future steps of the investigation.  

Different ventilation calculation methods  

For many years, the various model codes (ANSI/ASHRAE) recommended a flat exhaust rate of 7.5 

l/m2.s for parking areas and vehicle test facilities [1]. But because vehicles emissions have been 

reduced, new numbers have been provided: 

 3.75 l/s,m2 (ASHRAE) 

 5 l/s,m2 (NFPA) 

It is the type of application that implies which exhaust rate to be used.  

Different methods are investigated with the objective to calculate a ventilation rate that is more 

realistic for this unique project. The following calculation is based on the correlations used in an 

ASHRAE article, ‘’Ventilation for Enclosed Parking Garages’’. This method takes into consideration 

four factors: 
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1. Contaminant level acceptable within the parking facility. 

2. Number of cars in operation during peak conditions. 

3. Length of travel and operation time of the cars. 

4. Emission rate of a typical car under various conditions. 

The ventilation rate is calculated from the following equation: 

         [
 

    
] 

The correlation coefficient C is given below: 

 1.204 x 10-3 for COmax = 15 ppm 

 0.692 x 10-3 for COmax = 25 ppm 

 0.482 x 10-3 for COmax = 35 ppm 

 For car parking areas a maximum CO concentration of 25 ppm is recommended, why C = 25 ppm 

was assumed.  

The factor f is calculated by 

  
  

   
     

Where GR0= 26.8 g/hr.m2  0.447 g/min,m2  7.4 x 10-3 g/s,m2 (reference value), and  

   
    

  
 

Where N is number of cars, ER is emissions rate (from Table 3), and Af is total floor area. 

Table 3. Emissions rates from cars during summer and winter in 1991 and 1996.  

ER Hot emissions, g/min Cold emissions, g/min 

Season (year) 1991 1996 1991 1996 

Summer 2.54 1.89 4.27 3.66 

Winter 3.61 3.38 20.74 18.96 

 

The worst ER is obtained in winter, and the average value 1996 for ER =11.7 g/min = 0.195 g/s. It is 

reasonable to assume that the engine performance has improved since then and a moderate 

assumption is that ER = 0.18 g/s is at least not too low.  

T is the average travel time of cars in seconds (which is 12 hours in the worst case scenario).  

Assuming 10 cars operating inside the hall, the ventilation rate would be: 

                   

       
      
        

                     [
 

    
] 
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Another method was however used to evaluate the ventilation need. This method is directly related 

to the CO2 emissions from cars. The assumptions used for this calculation was  

 The EU average CO2 emissions from cars, 145.6 g/km. 

 10 cars driving at a maximum of 50 km/h. 

 ρCO2 ≈ 2 kg/m3 

 CO2 concentration in the ambient air= 360 PPM=698 mg/m3. 

 Maximum allowed CO2 concentration in the hall = 1000 PPM=1938 mg/m3. 

With the assumptions above, the CO2 generated per hour would be: 

 145.6 x 50 X 10 = = 72.8 Kg/h = 36.42 m3/h = 10.116 l/s 

The ventilation rate is given by the following equation: 

   
         

        
 

Where G is CO2 generation rate (l/s), Cin is CO2 concentration in the hall (mg/m3), and Cout is CO2 

concentration in the ambient air (mg/m3). Then Q0 gets 

Q0 = 14.7 m3/s 

The last approach to calculate the ventilation rate seems to be the closest to reality. It takes into 

consideration the amount of CO2 emission rates for a modern car. The ventilation rate used in the 

load calculation was 14.7 m3/s.  

The heat load from ventilation  

The sensible ventilation load would be calculated using the cooling load equations provided by 

ASHRAE. 

               (        )               (   ) 

Where ρ is air density (kg/m3), Cp is heat capacity of the air (kJ/kg,K), qventilation is the ventilation air 

flow rate (m3/s), and v (=0.6 in this case)  is efficiency of the heat exchanger. 

The calculated maximum sensible ventilation heat load was 337 kWcooling and 223 kWheating. 

 

The latent ventilation heat loads calculated from  

                     (            )  (   ) 

Where ql is latent heat load (kW), ΔW is humidity ratio difference between indoors and outdoors, 

and T is average of indoors and outdoors temperature (K). 
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The calculated maximum latent ventilation heat load was 455 kWcooling and 25 kWheating. 

The calculated total maximum ventilation heat load then gets 786 kWcooling and 247 kWheating. The 

calculated energy need was 865 MWhcooling and 59 MWhheating.  

4.4 Heat gain by the ice surface 

The ice surface within the climate hall is not yet designed at this phase of the project. As a starting 

point, it is assumed that 44 000 of 55 000 m2 is covered by ice. The design air temperature inside the 

hall is -7oC while the desired relative humidity is 50 %. The design ice temperature is set to -9oC which 

facilitates to operate the system in such a way that the heat flow goes in the desired direction (from 

the air to the ice slab). 

Since the ice surface has a lower temperature than the air temperature, the heat flow is directed 

towards the ice surface. The heat gain could be calculated using ASHRAE correlations (Handbook of 

refrigeration, chapter 44): 

      (     )  [  (     )  (    
  

  
)    

  

   
)] 

        (   (  ))  [     (               )  (    
  

  
)    

  

   
)] 

 

where Qcv is convective heat load (W/m2),h is the convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2,K), ta is 

air temperature (oC), ti is ice temperature (oC), K is mass heat transfer coefficient (kg/s,m2),Xa is mole 

fraction of water vapour in air (kg mol/ kg mol), and Xi is mole fraction of water in saturated ice (kg 

mol/kg mol).[1] 

The convection coefficient h is assumed to be 4.1 W/m2,K, Xa = 0.00113 kg mol/kg mol, and Xi= 

0.00193 kg mol/kg mol. Solving the equation above gives: 

Qcv = 7.56 W/m2 which gives a total load of 332.64  330 kW. 
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4.5 Energy demand and peak loads  

Adding the external loads, the internal loads and the ventilation loads and a defined operating 

schedule of 12 hours per day seven days per week, it gives the total cooling and heating loads for the 

plant, Figure 5. Cooling and heating needs for offices, special climate rooms, entrance rooms etc. are 

not included in the calculations.  

Figure 5. Cooling and heating needs for the climate hall. 

The calculated design points for the cooling and heating load was  

 Design cooling load: 1.84 MW, Cooling energy need: 5 603 MWh  

 Design heating load: 0.55 MW, Heating energy need: 218 MWh  

 

By adding the heating and cooling loads, a net energy need was achieved, Figure 6. Mostly the 

cooling need was larger than the heating need but for 64 hours the heating load was the larger.  

Figure 6. Calculated net energy need.  
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5 The energy systems – technical description 

The aim and scope of this section is to describe the selected technologies and estimate power 
demand, energy usage and investment cost. 
 
Introduction 
In the context of a “climate hall” there will be significant need for “energy handling”, which implies 
managing temperatures, humidity, light and other related functions that requires significant amount 
of energy. It is important to treat the energy systems together and keep a holistic view since there is 
potentially a great saving potential by coordinating the design and controls.  
 
In this climate hall, which is not very unlike an ice rink, we can refer to the dominating energy 
systems as “the big five,” since it happens to be five large energy users in such facilities. The five we 
normally refer to are the refrigeration, heating, ventilation, dehumidification and lighting systems.    
 
Refrigeration system 
The technical concept of the refrigeration system has been developed together with the consulting 
company Refcalc, Torbjörn Thoresson. He has a long experience with industrial refrigeration systems 
of the type considered in this project. 
 
Heating system 
The heating system has got the least attention in this study very much due to the fact that it is 
probably the easiest and most straight forward to design. In general it has been assumed that the 
facility can work with recovered heat to a great extent, which limits the need for external heat 
generation. When designed correctly the refrigeration system will most likely be able to supply the 
required heat. 
 
Ventilation and dehumidification 
The function and installation of ventilation and dehumidification systems interact significantly and 
therefore these are treated together in this study. The technical concept and contents of this part 
has been developed together with Polair, Hans Pejlert, who is very experienced in this field. He has 
provided the design, energy calculations and budget price. 
 
Lighting 
Only one technology has been considered as far as light is concerned and that is LED for reasons 
which are explained later. In order to come up with a good design the LED manufacturer EasyLED was 
involved. They have provided the prosed design, performance calculations and a budget price. 
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5.1 Refrigeration system 

Although the climate hall is situated in a cold climate the control of the refrigerated interior climate 

will be the most demanding energy system task.  

There are a number of different ways to achieve the required climate. These can initially be divided 

into direct system, like electrical heating, heat pumps and biofuel for heating and refrigeration 

machineries  for cooling (freezing), and storage systems where heat and/or cold is stored from one 

time to another when it is utilised. Since the heating load is much smaller than the cooling load, and 

no conditions for the heated areas were specified yet, the heating system was not investigated. It is 

however reasonable that heat recovery from the refrigeration machinery can be used to a large 

extent.  

The following alternatives where assumed the most interesting and investigated, 

 Alternative 1: Compressors operating with floating condensation (+12 – 35oC) using ambient 
air. 

 Alternative 2: Compressors with fixed condensation (+12oC) using ambient air when Tair<+8oC 
and then towards snow  

 Alternative 3: Compressors with fixed condensation (+12oC) using ambient air when Tair<+8oC 
and then boreholes 
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5.2 The reference system - alternative 1 

Based on the load calculation in the previous sections a refrigeration system concept has been 
developed. The base alternative is a rather conventional solution used in many cold and freezer 
stores. It may be dangerous to use the term conventional but in this context it means an 
environmental friendly and energy efficient solution. Such large applications already today need to 
consider the cost of operation and their green profile.  

Technical concept 

The concept is based on combined air and surface cooling which implies a system with air coils inside 

the climate hall to cool the air according to the Figure 7. As already concluded the heat load consists 

of several sources which need to be dealt with. Most of the load, internal as well as external, will 

eventually add heat to the interior air. The only part which does not directly reach the air is the 

conductive loss through the ground. The floor is insulated but to some extent conduction will always 

take place. On top of that a freeze protection needs to be placed under the floor insulation which 

prevents potential frost heaving.  

The conductive effect from the ground will predominately be handled by the cooling circuits in the 

floor. Some areas do not have cooling circuit and there the conductive heat will be transferred to the 

air.  

 

Figure 7. Schematic of the load distribution in the climate hall. 

Further, the cold floor will serve as base for the ice and/or snow which is the desired surface in most 

parts of the climate hall. The ice and snow surface need to provide good quality to be as realistic as 

possible when driving. Based on experience from ice rinks it is known that the ice quality depends 

strongly on the moisture balance in the facility. If the moisture content in the air is high the load 

increases and the surface quality suffers due to moisture depositing on the surface causing crystals 

and reducing the friction. If on the other hand the air is too dry the ice/snow on surface will 

evaporate (sublimation) which also causes a poor and rough surface.  

Having this said the surface should be kept slightly colder than the air, assuming the same absolute 

humidity in the air and at the ice surface, to have the proper heat and mass transfer direction i.e. 

from the air to the surface. The floor obviously needs to be refrigerated to achieve this and the 
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conclusion is that the floor will have a cooling circuit which mainly absorbs heat from the air but also 

from the ground. 

Consequently the refrigeration system concept needs to encompass both air coolers and floor 

cooling. The total design cooling capacity is provided by the calculations above to 1.85 MW which is 

distributed on 1.52 MW on the air coolers and 333 kW on the floor cooling circuits, Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Schematic of the refrigeration system in the climate hall, where red is air coolers, dark 
blue is refrigerant supply line and light blue is refrigerant return line. 

As can be seen in Figure 8 the air coolers have been distributed to provide cooling reasonably even 

across the climate hall surface. The number amounts to 28 air coolers in the present design with each 

a design capacity of 45.2 kW at -7°C air temperature and -13°C refrigerant temperature.  Each fan has 

a power of 760 W and the noise level is 60 dBA. The air coolers are seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Drawing of the proposed air coolers. 

The floor cooling system is based on a plastic piping system with OD 25 mm pipes and 200-300 mm 

pitch. The surface load will be rather low due to the small temperature difference between air and 

ice/snow surface, which allows the rather large cc-distance. The secondary refrigerant in the pipe 

work is ammonia-water which is an aqueous solution with approximately 15% dissolved ammonia. 

This is the best performing one phase secondary refrigerant currently in use. Another alternative 

which should be considered in a potential refined study is carbon dioxide, which offers even better 

properties but requires other type of tubing. The latter is therefore left out in this study.  

The refrigeration system 

Refrigeration systems in the large capacity range discussed here typically use ammonia based 

refrigeration. Ammonia is efficient and environmentally friendly although there are some safety 

aspect associated with the use such as toxicity and flammability. These aspects are handled in 

thousands of facilities such as cold stores, ice rinks, etc. around the world why it should not be seen 

as a major concern.  The refrigeration capacity will be based on two screw compressors which both 

are capacity controlled by means of frequency converters. A principle sketch of a refrigeration 

machine is seen in Figure 10, although this is a principal sketch from Pack Calculation II and not the 

actual system layout. 

Figure 10. Sketch of a principal refrigeration system in Pack Calculation II (not the actual NH3-
system). 
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To achieve complete design data as far as efficiency and power requirement is concerned a pack with 

GEA/Grasso screws was studied, Figure 11. The specific compressor type chosen is SR-S2240S-28 with 

a cooling capacity of approximately 900 kW at -14/30°C (tevap/tcond).  

Figure 11. Picture of a typical industrial screw compressor. 

The heat rejection will be handled by a dry condenser to the ambient air. Heat can and will be 

recovered by a desuperheater and potentially from the oil coolers.  Further the heat rejection side 

can be improved by potential heat storage which is discussed later in the report. In that case the heat 

will most likely be transferred to a secondary fluid (coolant) through a plate type of heat exchanger.  

 

Figure 12. Picture of a typical refrigerant to air condenser. 

In the previous section the choice of refrigeration distribution system was commented.  This 

refrigeration system will have two ways to distribute the “cold”. The primary and largest capacity is 

handled by the air coolers and the refrigeration is created by so called direct expansion in the air 

coolers. This implies that the liquid ammonia is distributed to the 28 air coils in the climate hall 

where it is evaporated. 
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The second part of the refrigeration effect is achieved by circulating the secondary fluid through the 

pipe work in the floor after being cooled by the refrigeration system. The total dimensioning power 

in the secondary circuit was 77.5 kW. The heat transfer between the refrigerant (ammonia) and the 

secondary fluid (ammonia-water-15%) normally takes place in a plate type of heat exchanger 

(evaporator), Figure 13.  

Figure 13. Typical plate heat exchanger – in this case evaporator. 

 

System cost 

A system as described above including compressor pack, air coils, heat exchangers, condenser, 

piping, valve assemblies, controls, insulation work and assembly will cost in the range of 30-35 Mkr 

which doesn’t include the machine room.  
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Calculation of the refrigeration system energy usage 

The refrigeration system is the dominating energy system in the climate hall, which means it will 

account for a major part of the energy used. It is of primary interest for the project to know the 

maximum power required and the annual energy used. 

In previous sections the heat load has been calculated based on the various loads that appear in this 

facility. This has generated a so called heat load profile which will change over the year as the climate 

changes. Furthermore the performance of the refrigeration systems also changes with the outdoor 

conditions. Having this said it is clear that it is not obvious to calculate the annual energy usage from 

a facility like the climate hall, and to do so a simulation tool is required which takes the climate 

conditions into account. 

Pack Calculation II is a simulation tool for calculating the energy usage of refrigeration systems on, 

for instance, a yearly basis. This simulation tool uses the geographical location of the system as input, 

which means that it contains climate data information. The software does not contain climate data 

for specifically the assumed location, Arvidsjaur, however the climate data for Kiruna is available. The 

data for Kiruna is used and an offset of 1.65°C is applied to adjust the temperature profile. 

The load profile obtained above was used as an input to the simulation. The design heat load is 1 836 

kW at 25oC ambient temperature. The evaporation temperature was assumed to be constant at -

14oC.  

 

Figure 14. Schematic layout of a refrigeration system in PC II (not the actual ammonia system). 

The system used in the simulation is a one stage ammonia process with flooded evaporators. Two 

screw compressors are used to provide a total cooling capacity of 2 172 kW with ammonia as 

refrigerant. The secondary circuit includes the brine pumps, and to make the simulation more 

accurate, the fan coils power is added to that. The total design drive power on the cold side is 77.5 

kW – including fans and pumps. 

In Figure 15 the selection on the evaporator side is seen. The load profile “klimathallen” is imported 

and the evaporation temperature is selected “constant” -14oC in this case. A “secondary circuit” is 
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selected with a total drive power of 77.5 kW. This will then be adapted to the cooling capacity by the 

model.  

 

Figure 15. Suction side (evaporator) parameters. 

On the discharge (condenser) side the condenser is chosen air cooled and the fans are speed 

controlled. The condensing temperature is connected to the ambient temperature with a fixed 

temperature difference of 9oC. The condensing temperature is limited to a minimum of 12oC (the 

lowest recommended temperature by compressor manufacturer), Figure 16. This means that the 

condensing temperature starts to increase when the air temperature is higher than +3oC.  

Figure 16. Discharge side (condenser) parameters in the simulation. 

The software itself assigns a value for the condenser fan power (about 3 % of the condenser heat 

rejected). Heat recovery is not taken into consideration in this simulation.  
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Results 

The results of the simulation are the monthly and total electricity used by the compressors, fans and 

pumps, shown in Figure 17.  

 

Figure 17. Monthly energy usage for the refrigeration system. 

The model also provides a summary table where comparison between different systems can be 

done. 

Figure 18. Simulation summary of energy (electricity) consumption 

The total annual refrigeration system energy usage is 1.37 GWh of which the compressor energy 

usage is 1.09 GWh while the pump and fans energy use about 287 MWh per year. The average COP is 

calculated to 4.08. 
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5.3 Low temperature condensing  

To reduce the electricity consumption there are a number of different alternatives like free cooling 

from different sources, heat and cold recovery, and by lowering the condensing temperature of the 

refrigeration system and thereby decrease the work made by the compressors. The cold source for a 

lower condensing temperature can be natural resources river, sea or ground water, boreholes and 

low temperature thermal energy storages, i.e. cold storages. Cooling is actually about getting rid of 

heat, and cold storage is actually low temperature heat storage, but it is easier and common to use 

cooling and cold storage. In this study, compressors with a fixed condensation temperature of +12oC 

and heat dumping towards snow (Alternative 1) and boreholes (Alternative 2) were investigated. It 

was assumed that air was used when Tair<+8oC and then towards snow or boreholes.  

The cold energy needed from the storages is greater than the cooling need of the plant, since the 

electricity from the refrigeration system also has to be taken care of. In these calculations it was 

assumed that the compressors had a COP of 4.5, i.e. for each kWh of electricity 4.5 kWh of cold was 

produced.  The net storage need, without losses, was 3 017 MWh/year in both cases. The storage 

also has to consider for losses. Those are however different.  

Alternative 2: Refrigeration system and snow  

In this system winter cold is stored as frozen water, i.e. snow and/or ice, and the cold is utilised 

during the summer. There are different ways to achieve the snow, to store it and to extract the 

cooling. Here it was assumed that all snow was produced by snow guns during the coldest part of the 

winter, that the snow was stored in a pit and thermally insulated with wood chips, and that the cold 

was extracted using an open solution. This means that melt water is taken from the pit, pumped to 

the climate hall where it is heat exchanged, and then the lukewarm meltwater was discharged in the 

pit were it meets the snow and the temperature goes down.  

There is one snow cooling plant in Sweden and it is located in Sundsvall, Figure 19. The low number is 

partly compensated by the experiences from fourteen years of operation, so far without one hour of 

operation failure. The principle solution suggested is similar to that in Sundsvall, but many of the 

details are considerably improved.  

Figure 19. Principle sketch of the Sundsvall snow cooling plant.  
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The following assumptions were used in the calculations; 

- The “heat capacity” for snow = 100 kWh/ton (latent heat plus six degrees sensible heat) 

- The available temperature difference for melt water is 8 – 2 =6oC  

- All snow is produced without compressor, when temperature is low enough (below -18oC)  

- The losses from the snow cooling plant 35 % (in Sundsvall the losses are 50 – 60 %) 

Results  

The needed snow volume, assuming a snow density of 600 kg/m3 and 35 % losses, was about 72 000 

m3 (43 000 tons). This requires a pit that is 4 meters deep below ground level and 102 x 67 m in 

ground level, where the excavated material forms a bank around the lower part of the pit. The total 

pit depth was 6.7 m. The assumed side slope is 1:4 in all parts, due to slope stability, and the total 

volume was about 42 500 m3. This means that the remaining part of the snow initially forms a pile at 

maximum 3 m above the bank level.  

The estimated investment cost of this plant was 18 – 20 Mkr and the operation cost was about 

650 000 kr per year.  

Further 

One way to reduce the electricity need further is to use the return melt water (at about +8oC) for pre 

cooling of ventilation air (as long as the melt water is colder than the outdoor air temperature). This 

increases the load on the snow cooling plant but reduces the electricity use, but it was not evaluated 

here.  

Alternative 3: Refrigeration system  and Boreholes 

In Alternative 3 boreholes instead of snow was used for heat dumping. In a borehole storage system 

it is necessary to have a rather good balance between injecting and removing heat, otherwise the 

temperature of the storage will continue to increase or decrease for a number of years. This will 

result in too low or too high temperatures, depending on the balance between in and out. In this 

case it is therefore necessary to remove heat during the winter, which is made by dry coolers. The 

commercial program EED was used for dimensioning of the system.  

Assumptions 

- Standard ground conditions (thermal conductivity 3.5 W/mK, heat capacity 2.16 MJ/m3,K)  

- Borehole diameter 0.11 m, double U-pipes in PP and 25 % monoethylenglycole as heat 

carrier 

- The available temperature difference was assumed to be 4oC  

Results  

To get acceptable temperatures during the first years, a storage with 120 boreholes á 250 m and 

4300 MWh heat extraction during the winter was necessary. Despite this the temperature will 

anyhow be some degrees too high during summer peaks the first years. Here it was assumed that 

this problem is acceptable, but this issue has to be further addressed in the next phase of the study. 
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After a few years the temperature will decrease due to the imbalance between injected and removed 

heat, but once acceptable summer peak temperatures are good the imbalance can be reduced.  

The roughly estimated investment cost was about 7-8 Mkr, excluding dry coolers, and the estimated 

operation cost was about 500 000 kr per year.  

Further 

Since the estimated costs of the borehole system is far cheaper than those of the snow cooling 

system, it is suggested that only the borehole alternative is further suggested. Here it is important to 

further optimize the borehole system and to specify the costs.  
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5.4 The heating system 

The initial load calculation reveals that the heating need is rather small in comparison with the 

cooling need. The main reason is that the climate hall air temperature is rather cold and secondly the 

internal loads are significant with the current assumptions. As far as heat production is concerned it 

was assumed that the facility can work with recovered heat all year around. The dominating needs 

will be the dehumidification system which primarily needs heat in the summer months, the space 

heating for offices, garages and workshops. Depending on the accepted tolerance in the indoor air 

temperature fluctuation the climate hall itself will require some heating as well during the coldest 

days.  

Technical concept 

As far as the heat production is concerned it is assumed that the heat from the refrigeration system 

can be recovered all year around. The refrigeration system will be equipped with desuperheaters 

which can generate heat typically at 65-70°C. This heat can then be stored and distributed to the 

different consumers in the facility. Desuperheaters in ammonia systems can typically recover 10-15 % 

of the available heat on the condenser side which in this case, capacity wise, can be as much as 200 – 

300 kW. On an annual basis this corresponds to around 150-200 MWh. The total available amount of 

condenser heat is much greater – in the range of 5 GWh annually. Properly equipped and controlled 

a larger fraction of this can be recovered if needed. The general rule is that the lower the recovered 

temperature, the lower is the cost to do it. 

Different options have been considered for the climate hall heating but no system has been designed 

so far. Some options to be listed are the following: 

1. Coolant based – independent 

2. Defrost circuits in the air coolers 

3. Ventilation system 

Briefly these can be commented as follows:  

1. If the refrigeration system is at least partly liquid cooled that coolant can be used and 

circulated in a dedicated heating system based on air coils for heating.  

2. The cooling air coils can be equipped with defrost circuits where warm liquid is circulated to 

melt the frost formed on the evaporator. When no cooling need is present but rather heating 

these circuits can be used for heating purposes.  

3. The ventilation system can be equipped so that the feed air is preheated in the ventilation 

units. By doing so the supply air can be slightly tempered to heat the climate hall interior.  

This heating system section will be further developed in the next stage of the project. 
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5.5 Ventilation and Dehumidification 

The moisture load calculation is an important factor to design the dehumidification system. The total 

moisture load is the sum of the moisture load from ventilation, infiltration, people and cars. 

The infiltration load is difficult to estimate. Normally there is a leakage in the upper part of a building 

and the replacement air leaks in from the lower side, if the ventilation is balanced. The moisture load 

from ventilation and infiltration depends on the total volume of the climate hall, the tightness of the 

building, the outside climate, the topography and the wind speed.  A snapshot from the calculation 

procedure is shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20. Snapshot from the calculation sheet.  

According to the calculation the total dimensioning moisture load would be 179 kg/h while the total 

average moisture load is 67 kg/h. 
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By calculating the dimensioning moisture load, one can choose a specific dehumidifier or a set of 

dehumidifiers that correspond to that moisture load. In this case two dehumidifiers of type CF-

192HW have been selected, Figure 21.  

Figure 21. Dehumidifier.  

The CF-192HW has the following data: 

 Weight 4200 kg  4410 x 2330 x 2910 mm ( LxWxH)  

 3x400V 50Hz  Fuse 3x60 A 

 Temperature in -9°C / out -3°C; flow 19.83 l/s 

 Hot water temperature in 65°C / out 40°C; flow 3.97 l/s 

 Primary fan motor 18.5 kW, 32.5 A 

 Regeneration fan motor, 11. 0 kW,  20.0 A 

The properties of the dehumidifiers are shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. 
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Figure 22. Operation conditions of the dehumidifier.  

Figure 23. Snapshot from the calculation sheet.  
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Energy consumption 

The aim in the project is to use recovered heat to perform the regeneration – driving off the humidity 

from the dehumidifier. Provided the heat recovery function can satisfy the regeneration heat need 

the remaining power demand is only related to the fans in the dehumidifier units. Summing up the 

required power yields; 2 units with a process fan of 18.5 kW, one regeneration fan of 11 kW and one 

motor to turn the wheel of 1 kW. This will amount to 2x18.5 + 2x11 + 2x1 kW = 62 kW, which will be 

the design electrical power demand. 

The energy usage of the dehumidifier is estimated for one year with the following assumptions: 

 12 hours of climate hall activity, 7 days a week all year around 

 Day and night cases 

The Table 4 below illustrates the energy consumptions for the primary fans and the regeneration 

fans. 

Table 4. Total electricity consumption from the ventilation and dehumidification 
systems. 

 

Economy  

A budget cost for the ventilation and dehumidifier equipment is shown in Table 5 below. 

Table 5. Costs for the ventilation and dehumidification system. 

 

  

Primary fans Regeneration fans Total

[kWh/a] [kWh/a] [kWh/a]

Day case 121 212 45 755 166 967

Night case 33 577 10 890 44 467

Total 166 967 44 467 210 434

Unit Cost

1 Dehumidifier/Ventilation unit installed in fan room 2 500 000 kr

2 Distribution channels 1 300 000 kr

3 Installation costs (installation management, salaries, travel, contracts, etc.) 1 200 000 kr

Total 5 000 000 kr
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5.6 Lighting system 

Light systems in cold rooms are specifically interesting from an energy perspective since their heat 

losses contribute to the heat load in the room. This means the facility owner pays “two times” – first 

to power the light and provide the light effect, secondly when the refrigeration system has to handle 

the heat losses. Obviously the efficiency of these systems is of great interest. It is widely familiar that 

the so called LED-technology has had a rapid development curve that last few years. The 

performance advantage is considerable compared to the existing technologies and therefore no 

alternative technologies have been considered in this project. The LED technology claims life times of 

80 000 hours on the equipment which potentially reduces the service and maintenance cost as well. 

Technical concept 

With the support from the LED system supplier EasyLED concept has been chosen which is based on 

LED-armatures according to Figure 24. These armatures consist of LEDs, driver and control unit. They 

can be dimmed with an external signal and motion detectors can be connected as well. Having this 

said it is clear that there are vast possibilities to optimise the light intensity, power and at the end of 

the day the energy usage as well. 

Figure 24. Picture of the PRO 500 armature. 

The input provided for the design has been the surface drawing of the climate hall indicating the x- 

and y-dimensions as well as the 55 000 m2 surface, Figure 25. The mounting height was set to 5 m 

and the desired light level to 400 lux.  
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Figure 25. The assumed surface measures of the climate hall. 

In Figure 26 the layout of the 1746 required armatures can be seen. This is a preliminary design 

which can be further optimised when the exact requirements are decided. 

Figure 26. Illustration of the light installation layout inside the climate hall 

The estimated power demand to fulfil the requirements indicated above shows a design power of 3.9 

W/m2. This translates to a total of about 220 kW at full power. When applying the usage pattern 365 

days per year and with 12 hours of “full” activity the energy usage will be approximately 950 MWh 

per year. It should once more be stressed that this is full power and the real usage will most probably 

not require full capacity 12 hours per day. The heat load from lighting corresponds to approximately 

one fourth of the maximum heat load (kW). The potential for reducing this is obviously considerable. 
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Provided the distribution indicated above a simulation of the light intensity can be done which is 

shown in Figure 27. The LED supplier also claims that a better uniformity can be expected with LED 

compared to the alternative technologies.  

Figure 27. Illustration of the light distribution inside the climate hall. 

System cost 

The LED-system is estimated to cost 9-10 mil kr – today. The LED-technology continues to develop 
and it is likely that the prices will come down further. Although no other technologies than LED are 
considered an operation cost comparison is provided to put some perspective, Figure 28.  

Figure 28. Cost of operation comparing 6600 units of T5 with 1746 units of LED. 

It should be emphasised that this cost of operation comparison is generated by EasyLED with an 
electricity cost of 1.3 kr/kWh. The difference is about 1 Mkr per year corresponding to the reduction 
in electricity usage of 47 %.   
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6 Conclusions 

In a facility like the climate hall there will be significant need for energy management, which implies 

controlling temperatures, humidity, light and other related functions. These functions will affect each 

other. With a holistic view, correct design and controls, there are large potential energy and 

electricity savings. The dominating energy systems, “the big five", are the refrigeration, heating, 

ventilation, dehumidification and lighting systems.   

The project team behind this report has used general assumptions from other parts of the climate 

hall pre study and focused on refining the energy related parts. Some of the more challenging parts 

have been to establish the design loads as far as refrigeration, heating, venting and dehumidification 

is concerned. The technical concepts of the energy systems have been developed together with 

external partners and suppliers with long experience with industrial refrigeration systems of the type 

considered in this project. 

The estimated area of the climate hall was 55 000 m2. The largest part in the energy system is the 

refrigeration system with a design cooling capacity of 1.9 MW. Heat will mainly be recovered from 

the refrigeration system and the design heat load is 0.6 MW and 0.25 GWh on an annual basis. The 

ventilation requirement is currently based on the CO2-emissions which indicates a required fresh air 

flow of 15 m3/s.  If this required flow will be significantly revised in the future it may change the 

energy usage considerably. Two dehumidifiers are selected which are assumed to use only recovered 

heat for regeneration. The lighting system is based on LED-technology because of its high efficiency 

and long life time. The desired light level is set to 400 lux which gives an installed power of 3.9 W/m2 

and 220 kW in total as design condition. 

The table below summarises the key figures as far as the energy systems are concerned, which in this 

case are the electricity power peak demand, annual electricity usage and the investment cost. 

System Max power (kWel) Annual energy (GWhel) Invest. cost (mil kr) 

Refrigeration system 
incl. fans & pumps 

620 1.37 30-35 

Vent-
/dehumidification 

61 0.21 5 

Heating system 
(based on heat 
recovery) 

 - -  - 

Lighting 220 0.94 9-10 

Total 901 2.52 44-50 

 

The energy systems interact and there is a great potential to further reduce the energy usage by 

short and long term energy storages. Such storages may in this case be snow and/or geothermal 

storages which may reduce peak loads and in general improve the operating conditions for primarily 

the refrigeration system. In general it can be said that such storages will increase the investment cost 

but on the other hand reduce the cost of operation. For this kind of application it shows that 

boreholes are the more favorable alternative.   
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7 Continued work 

The following fields were suggested for further work; 

- Make a more thorough investigation about the ventilation  

- Investigate the possibility to recover waste heat from the refrigeration system by placing the 

climate hall close to a municipality  

- Continue to investigate a borehole system but not snow cooling  

- Use free cooling from air when the temperature is low enough  

- Pre cool ventilation air by boreholes  

- Investigate the possibilities to use river or lake water for cooling during autumn and spring 

(in the summer it probably is too warm and in the winter you get lower temperatures in the 

air) 
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9 Appendix 

1. Compressor calculations 

2. Evaporator and air coil selection/calculations 

3. Evaporator layout sketch 

4. Valve assembly sketch 

5. ASHRAE reference as to ventilation in garages 

6. Dehumidifier and ventilation system selection/calculation 

7. Lighting supplier technical proposal. 

8. Drawing of air coils/evaporator set up in the climate hall  
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utomobile parking garages can be partially open or fully enclosed.
Partially open garages are typically above-grade with open sides
and generally do not need mechanical ventilation. However, fully

enclosed parking garages are usually underground and require mechanical
ventilation. Indeed, in the absence of ventilation, enclosed parking facilities
present several indoor air quality problems. The most serious is the emis-
sion of high levels of carbon monoxide (CO) by cars within the parking
garages. Other concerns related to enclosed garages are the presence of oil
and gasoline fumes, and other contaminants such as oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
and smoke haze from diesel engines.

To determine the adequate ventilation
rate for garages, two factors are typically
considered: the number of cars in opera-
tion and the emission quantities. The num-
ber of cars in operation depends on the
type of the facility served by the parking
garage and may vary from 3% (in shop-
ping areas) up to 20% (in sports stadi-
ums) of the total vehicle capacity. The
emission of carbon monoxide depends on
individual cars including factors such as
the age of the car, the engine power, and
the level of car maintenance.

For enclosed parking facilities, ANSI/
ASHRAE Standard 62-1989, Ventilation
for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality speci-
fies a fixed ventilation rate of below 7.62
L/s·m2 (1.5 cfm/ft2) of gross floor area.2

Therefore, a ventilation flow of about
11.25 air changes per hour is required for
garages with 2.5 m (8 ft) ceiling height.

However, some of the model code au-
thorities specify an air change rate of four
to six air changes per hour. In addition,
some of the model code authorities allow
the ventilation rate to vary and be re-
duced to save fan energy if CO-demand
controlled ventilation is performed, that

is, a continuous monitoring of CO con-
centrations is conducted, with the moni-
toring system being interlocked with the
mechanical exhaust equipment. The ac-
ceptable level of contaminant concentra-
tions varies significantly from code to
code. A consensus on acceptable con-
taminant levels for enclosed parking ga-
rages is needed.

Unfortunately, Standard 62-1989 does
not address the issue of ventilation con-
trol through contaminant monitoring for
enclosed garages. Thus, ASHRAE com-
missioned a research project (945-RP) to
evaluate current ventilation standards
and recommend rates appropriate to cur-
rent vehicle emissions/usage.

Ventilation Regulation
Table 1 provides a summary of exist-

ing codes and standards for ventilating
enclosed parking garages in the Unites
States, and other selected countries. As
shown in Table 1, the recommendations
for the CO exposure limits are not consis-
tent between various regulations within
the United States and other countries.
However, the recommendations offer an

indication of risks from exposure to CO
in parking garages. A limit of 25 ppm for
long-term CO exposure would meet al-
most every code and standards listed in
Table 1.

The ventilation rate requirements rec-
ommended by ASHRAE and other codes
are independent of the characteristics of
the parking garage and do not consider
the various parameters that may affect
indoor air quality, such as the emission
generation rate and the acceptable pol-
lutant level. A new design method is
needed to determine the ventilation rate
required for a wide range of enclosed park-
ing garages. This design method should
be flexible to accommodate not only the
various CO exposure limits defined by the
standards but also the changing emission
inventory from motor vehicles.

Field Testing Results
As part of an ASHRAE-sponsored

project (945-RP), field measurements for
the seven tested parking facilities were
performed. The air change rates are mea-
sured using the tracer gas technique. First,
the tracer gas (SF6) was injected in the
building directly or through the supply
fans. Then, the concentration of the tracer
gas was monitored using a field-portable
electron capture gas chromatograph. For
a more detailed description of the field
measurements, see Reference 4.

By Moncef Krarti, Ph.D., P.E., and Arselene Ayari, Ph.D.
Member ASHRAE
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metric analyses,4 a simple design method
was developed to determine the ventila-
tion flow rate required to maintain accept-
able CO level within enclosed parking fa-
cilities. Ventilation rates for enclosed park-
ing garages can be expressed in terms of
either flow rate per unit floor area (L/s·m2

or cfm/ft2) or air volume changes per unit
time (ACH). The design ventilation rate
required for an enclosed parking facility
depends on four factors:

1. Contaminant level acceptable within
the parking facility;

2. Number of cars in operation during
peak conditions;

3. Length of travel and operation time

Table 2 summarizes some of the results
obtained during the field testing for seven
garages described in Ayari, et al. (2000).
The ACH values present the range of the
air changes per hour measured at various
locations of the facility using the tracer
gas technique, while the L/s·m2 (cfm/ft2)
values provide the total ventilation rate.

The maximum and the average CO con-
centrations measured during the day of
testing are listed in Table 2 to character-
ize the indoor quality within the tested
parking facility. As indicated in Table 2,
the CO level within all the parking garages
never exceeded 35 ppm even though the
ventilation rates in all cases is well below
the 7.62 L/s·m2 (1.5 cfm/ft2) recommended
by Standard 62-1989. The only garage
that has a ventilation rate close to 7.62
L/s·m2 (1.5 cfm/ft2) is Garage E, which
serves a large shopping mall with heavy
usage throughout the day.  It should be
noted that all the garages are ventilated
continuously except Garage B, where CO
sensors were used to control the opera-

Time (hrs) PPM Ventilation

ASHRAE 8
1

9
35

7.6 L/s · m2

(1.5 cfm/ft2)

ICBO 8
1

50
200

7.6 L/s · m2

(1.5 cfm/ft2)

NIOSH/
OSHA

8
Ceiling

35
200 —

BOCA — — 6 ACH

SBCCI — — 6–7 ACH

NFPA — — 6 ACH

ACGIH 8 25 —

Canada 8
1

11/13
25/30 —

Finland 8
15 minutes

30
75

2.7 L/s · m2

(0.53 cfm/ft2)

France Ceiling
20 minutes

200
100

165 L/s · car
(350 cfm/car)

Germany — — 3.3 L/s · m2

(0.66 cfm/ft2)

Japan/South
Korea — — 6.35–7.62 L/s · m2

(1.25–1.5 cfm/ft2)

Netherlands 0.5 200 —

Sweden — — 0.91 L/s · m2

(0.18 cfm/ft2)

U.K. 8
15 minutes

50
300 6–10 ACH

Table 1: Summary of U.S. and international stan-
dards for ventilation requirements of enclosed park-
ing garages.

tion of the supply fans.
From the field study, the

following results were ob-
tained:

1. All the tested enclosed
parking garages had con-
taminant levels that are sig-
nificantly lower than those
required by even the most
stringent regulations (i.e, 25
ppm of 8-hour weighted av-
erage of CO concentration).

2. The actual ventilation
rates supplied to the tested
garages were generally well
below those recommended
by Standard 62-1989 (i.e.,
below 7.62 L/s·m2 [1.5
cfm/ft2]).

3. When it is used, de-
mand controlled ventilation
was able to maintain ac-
ceptable indoor air quality
within the tested enclosed
parking facilities.

4. The location of supply
and exhaust vents, traffic
flow pattern, the number of
moving cars, and travel
time were important factors
that affect the effectiveness
of the ventilation system in
maintaining acceptable CO
(or NOx) levels within en-
closed parking garages.
Any design guidelines
should account for these
factors to determine the
ventilation requirements for
enclosed parking facilities.

It is clear from the results
of the field study that the current ventila-
tion rate specified in Standard 62-1989 is
outdated for enclosed parking garages.
New design guidelines are needed to pro-
vide the minimum ventilation rate required
to maintain contaminant concentrations
within parking facilities at the acceptable
levels set by the relevant health authori-
ties without large penalties in fan energy
use. Guidelines should account for vari-
ability in the parking garage traffic flow,
car emissions, travel time, and number of
moving cars.

Design Approach
Based on the results of several para-

Advertisement in print edition
previously in this space.
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2. Normalize the value of generation rate using a reference
value GRo=26.8 gr/hr·m2 (GRo=2.48 gr/hr·ft2). This reference value
was obtained using the worst emission conditions (cold emis-
sions in winter season) for an actual enclosed parking facility:4

(2)

Step 3. Determine the required ventilation rate per unit floor
area (L/s·m2 or cfm·ft2) the correlation presented by Equation 3
depending on the maximum level of acceptable CO concentra-
tion COmax:

L/s·m2 = C  f  T (3)

Where, the correlation coefficient, C is given below:

and T is the average travel time of cars within the garage in
seconds.

Example
Consider a two-level enclosed parking garage with a total

capacity of 450 cars, a total floor area of 89,300 ft2 (8300 m2), and
an average height of 9 ft (2.75 m). The total length of time for a
typical car operation is two minutes (120 s). Determine the re-
quired ventilation rate for the enclosed parking garage in L/s·m2

and in ACH so that the CO levels never exceeds 25 ppm. As-
sume that the number of cars in operation is 40% of the total
vehicle capacity (a shopping mall facility).

Step 1. Garage data: N = 450 × 0.4 = 180 cars, ER = 11.66 gr/min
(average emission rate for a winter day using the data from
Table 3), T = 120 s, COmax = 25 ppm.

Step 2. Calculate CO generation rate:

(a)

(b)

Step 3. Determine the ventilation re-
quirement:

Using the correlation of Equation 3
for COmax = 25 ppm, the design ventila-
tion rate in L/s·m2 can be calculated:

L/s·m2 = 0.692 × 10–3 × 56.6 × 120 s = 4.7

Or in terms of air change per hour:

of  cars in the parking garage; and,
4. Emission rate of a typical car under various conditions.
Data for these factors should be available to determine accu-

rately the design ventilation rate for enclosed parking garages.
A simple design approach is presented in the following section
to determine the required ventilation rate for existing and newly
constructed enclosed parking garages.

General Procedure for the Design Method
To determine the required design flow rate to ventilate

an enclosed parking garage, the following procedure can be
followed:

Step 1. Collect the following data:
1.  Number of cars operating during the hour of peak use, N (#

of cars). The ITE Trip Generation Handbook5 is a good source
to estimate the value of N.

2. Average CO emission rate for a typical car per hr, ER, (gr/hr).
The CO emission rate for a car depends on several factors such
as vehicle characteristics, fuel types, vehicle operation condi-
tions, and environment conditions.4 Data provided in the
ASHRAE Handbook1 and reproduced in Table 3 can be used to
estimate CO emission rates for a typical car. Typically, hot starts
are common in facilities where cars are parked for short periods
such as shopping malls. Meanwhile, cold starts characterize
facilities where cars park during long periods such as office
buildings.

3. Average length of operation and travel time for a typical
car, T (seconds). The ASHRAE Handbook gives average en-
trance/exit times for vehicles. Higher values may be used for
worst case scenarios such as during rush hours or special
events.

4. The level of CO concentration acceptable within the ga-
rage, COmax (ppm).

5. Total floor area of the parking area, Af (m
2).

Step 2.
1. Determine the peak generation rate, GR (gr/hr·m2 [gr/hr·ft2]),

for the parking garage per unit floor area using
Equation 1:

(1)

fA
N ER

GR
×

=

o

100
GR
GR

×=f

1.6
m 75.2

hs3600mL10m·sL4.7
ACH

332

=
××

=
−

6.56100
8.26

17.15
=×=f

2
2 ·mhgr 17.15

m  8300
hmin  60mingr  11.66180

GR =××=

1.204×10–3 L/m2·s2 (2.370×10–4 cfm/ft2·s) for COmax=15 ppm

0.692×10–3 L/m2·s2 (1.363×10–4 cfm/ft2·s) for COmax =25 ppm

0.482×10–3 L/m2·s2  (0.948×10–4 cfm/ft2·s) for COmax =35 ppm

C=
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Notes
• If emission rate was based on ER = 6.6 gr/min (which corre-

sponds to 80% hot emissions and 20% cold emissions
based on data provided in Table 3), the required minimum
ventilation rate will be 3.5 ACH (i.e., 2.67 L/s·m2).

• The assumed travel time is higher than any value provided
by ASHRAE1 and is used to represent a worst case
scenario (Christmas evening or an unusual event).
If a longer travel time of 3 minutes is used, the design
ventilation rate will be 7.05 L/s·m2 or 9.2 ACH (close to the
current ventilation rate recommended by Standard 62-1989).

Summary and Conclusions
In this article, a new design method is presented to determine

the minimum ventilation rate for enclosed parking garages. The
new design procedure is flexible and can account for several
factors including the maximum acceptable CO level, the number
of moving cars, the average vehicular CO emission rate, and the
average travel time within the parking garage.

A field testing study in various U.S. locations has showed
that the actual ventilation rates used in enclosed parking ga-
rages are significantly lower than the rates recommended by
Standard 62-1989 (i.e., 7.62 L/s·m2 1.5 cfm/ft2). A more detailed
description of the results for this field study is provided in the
article in Reference 3. With the continual decrease in average
vehicular contaminant emission rate, it is expected that the ven-
tilation rate requirements for enclosed parking garages will be
reduced. Therefore, the initial cost for the mechanical ventila-
tion system can be reduced. Moreover, the use of contaminant-
based ventilation controls will achieve significant savings in
operating cost of the ventilation system in parking garages.1

However, further research is needed to determine the maxi-
mum acceptable contaminant levels within parking garages due
to both car emissions, gasoline fumes, and oil vapors. In addi-
tion, more field testing and simulation analysis are required to
evaluate the effects of poor mixing conditions (due for instance
to poor system design) in determining the minimum required
ventilation rates.
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Table 3: Typical CO emissions within parking ga-
rages.1

Hot Emissions
(Stabilized), grams/min

Cold Emissions,
grams/min

Season 1991 1996 1991 1996

Summer
(32°C [90°F]) 2.54 1.89 4.27 3.66

Winter
(0°C [32°F]) 3.61 3.38 20.74 18.96

Garage Location Capacity
(# cars)

ACH
[Tracer]

 L/s · m2

[Tracer]
 cfm/ft2

[Tracer]
Maximum
CO (ppm)

Average
CO

(ppm)
Garage

A Denver 1,700 2.2–4.2 1.78 0.35 16 7

Garage
B Denver 250 5.0–7.0 4.57 0.90 20 4

Garage
C

West Plains,
N.Y. 1,000 0.0–2.6 1.11 0.22 40 15

Garage
D

West Plains,
N.Y. 138 3.6–4.5 3.00 0.59 19 12

Garage
E

West Plains,
N.Y. 258 5.8–8.8 5.68 1.12 25 14

Garage
F

Rochester,
Minn. 448 7.77 5.28 1.04 10 9

Garage
G

Mahtomedi,
Minn. 81 (trucks) 0.90–1.02 2.43 0.48 12 1

Table 2: Summary of field testing results for seven U.S. parking
garages.

Advertisement in print edition previously in this space.



Specification and component list
Project: Klimathall
Unit: CF-192HW 2013-09-18

Control

Supply
Electricity: 3x400V 50Hz Fuses: 3 x 60 A
Cold water: temperature in: -9,0°C temperature out: -3,0°C Max flow: 19,83 l/s
Hot water: temperature in: 65,0°C temperature out: 40,0°C Max flow: 3,97 l/s

Chassis

4200 kg
Preliminary dimensions (LxWxH): 4410 x 2330 x  
Duct conn. from service side view; Proc. air: Regen air Left short side
Duct conn. from service side view; Dry air: Wet air: Back of unit, left side
Coil conn. side: Back of unit (opposite service side)

Components
Pos. Pieces Manufacturer
Rotor 1 Consorb 75/25 192 Seibu Giken Co.
P2 6 Filters process, F7 bagfilter Camfil

247 kW
9,85 l/s

250 kW
9,98 l/s

Ziehl (fan)
Ziehl (motor)
Vacon (freq. inv.)

18,5 kW 32,5 A
R2 4 Filters regeneration, F7 bagfilter Camfil

Hot water 415 kW nominal power, 3 x 0 A

11,0 kW 20,0 A

Regeneration heater 1R4

1

Fixed rotor rotation speed

Cold water coils for cooling, if chosen
Process fan with fixed speed of rotation

Luvata - CoiltechPre-cooler Cu/Al coil, max water pressure drop 100 kPa

Process fan with motor
Direct driven plug fan with backward curved impeller
Motor: 

Luvata - Coiltech

Preliminary weight of unit:

Desired temperature and humidity are set on the display of the PLC.
Dehumidifying capacity controlled linear by a 3-way valve to the regeneration hot water coil. Regeneration hot 
water coil 3-way valve is included but not mounted.
The temperature is controlled by coolers and, if chosen, heater. 3-way control valves to  water coils are included 
but not mounted, should be mounted outside the unit.
Controlled by PLC C4, graphic colour display showing actual airflows and process temperatures.
Rotation guard on rotor included.
Rotronic HF3, ±2%RH

Welded bottom frame with fork-lift holes. Unit structure with anodizised aluminium profiles.
50 mm double skin insulated panels. Galv. 1,0 mm metal sheets. Outside painted. Insulation: 100 kg/m3. Panel 
seals: 17 x 6 mm PUR-foam, adhesive

Left short side
2910 mm

Right short side

Description

P4 1

P8

Waterflow:
Cooling capacity:

Waterflow:

Post-cooler Cu/Al coil, max water pressure drop 100 kPa
Cooling capacity:

P6 1

Standard rotor SSCR-U
Indoor installation

1

Filter change message

1

R6

Automatic restart and push button emergency stop

Regeneration fan with motor
Direct driven centrifugal fan
Motor: 

Ziehl (fan)
Ziehl (motor)
Vacon (freq. inv.)

Luvata - Coiltech

Options included are:



Component layout
Project: Klimathall
Unit: CF-192HW 2013-09-18

Consorb 75/25

Regeneration air inlet
Wet air outlet Airflow: 18 000 m3/h
Airflow: 18 000 m3/h Temperature -7,0°C
Avail. static pr.: 200 Pa Moisture content 1,1 g/kg

Dry air outlet 
Process air inlet Airflow: 25 000 m3/h
Airflow: 25 000 m3/h Temperature -5,0°C
Temperature 20,0°C Moisture content 0,9 g/kg
Moisture content 11,9 g/kg Avail. static pr.: 200 Pa

P4

Rotor

R6

T

T

P2

P

P

Condensate

P6

Condensate

P8

R2
R4



Rotor choice
Project: Klimathall
Unit: CF-192HW 2013-09-18

Process air inlet to unit Process air inlet to rotor Regeneration air inlet
Temperature: 20,0°C Temperature: 6,0°C Temperature: -7,0°C
Moisture content: 11,9 g/kg Moisture content: 5,8 g/kg Moisture content: 1,1 g/kg

Dry air outlet from unit Dry air outlet from rotor Purge temp: -
Temperature: -5,0°C Temperature: 25,0°C Regen. temp: 62,0°C
Moisture content: 0,9 g/kg Moisture content: 0,9 g/kg Wet air temp: 36,0°C
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How much?
by Seibu Giken DST AB

Project: Klimathall Arjeplog

Desired room climate
Temperature -7 C
Relative humidity 50 %RH
Atmospheric pressure 1014 mbar
Moisture content 1.1 g/kg

Outdoor design climate Dimensioning Average when above desired climate
Temperature 20 15 C
Relative humidity 80 80 %RH
Atmospheric pressure 1014 1014 mbar
Moisture content 11.7 8.5 g/kg

Surrounding rooms climate Dimensioning Average when above desired climate
Temperature 25 25 C
Relative humidity 60 60 %RH
Atmospheric pressure 1014 1014 mbar
Moisture content 11.9 11.9 g/kg

Moisture load
Ventilation, including infiltration
Room length: 775.0 m

Room width: 75.0 m
Room height: 6.0 m
Room volume : 348750.0 m3
Tightness of building 1
Surroundings 4

Doors height width length
Door without air lock vestibule 2.0 m 1.0 m
Air lock vestibule, between the two doors: 0.0 m 0.0 m 0.0 m

Dimensioning Average
Wind speed, do not use below 6 m/s 8 4 m/s
Door without air lock, opened per hour 0 0 minutes
Air lock vestibule, passages per hour 0 0 times
Infiltration, room tightness 13275 6637 m3/h

Infiltration, door and/or air lock 9 4 m3/h
Open holes 0 0 m2
Needed airflow through the open hole 0 0 m3/h from room to ambient to prevent opposite flow
Mechanical ventilation 0 0 m3/h from room to ambient, should normally be 0 m3/h
Total ventilation from outdoor 13275 6637 m3/h
Total ventilation from surrounding rooms 9 4 m3/h
Percentage leakage 4% 2% of room volume per hour

Total load from ventilation 168.93 58.88 kg/h

Personnel in the room Dimensioning Average
Number of people 20 10 pcs

Moisture load from each 0.2 0.2 kg/h 
Total load from people 4.00 2.00 kg/h

Open water surface Dimensioning Average

Pool length: 0 0 m

Pool width: 0 0 m

Pool surface : 0 0 m2

Water temperature -7 -7 C
Vaporization coefficient 7 7
Total load from water surface 0.00 0.00 kg/h  

Product drying Dimensioning Average

Total weight of products 0 0 kg

Percentage of moisture at start 10% 10% of the product weight

Percentage dried in 1 hour 5% 5% of the moisture content

Total load from product drying 0.00 0.00 kg/h

Others Dimensioning Average

Total load from other sources 6.0 6.0 kg/h
Dimensioning Average

Total moisture load 178.93 66.88 kg/h

Warning!
This calculation assumes that the building is sealed in 
a proper way. Large cracks will give much higher 
leakage.Walls of un-painted gypsum board or brick 
will also create much higher leakage.

Tightness of building, value from 1 up to 7 were:
1 very tight welded plastic hall, 2 normal plastic hall, 3 concrete 
building, 4 insulated steel building, 5 insulated wooden building, 6 
uninsulated steel building, 7 uninsulated wooden building.

Surroundings: From 1 in city to 4 on open ground.

Guideline:
Sitting down: 0,08 kg/h 
Standing: 0,15 kg/h 
Light work: 0,25 kg/h 
Walking fast: 0,35 kg/h 

Guideline:
Calm surface: 5
Public pool with medium activity: 20

Dimensioning wind speed is normally around 8 m/s

If more than one door/air lock put in total 
area/volume.

2013-09-30
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Type of installation

Project: Klimathall Arjeplog
Recusorb [1] or Consorb [2]: 2 Consorb units
Choosen dehumidifier CF-192HW
Number of units: 2 pcs

Dehumidifying data
Process air flow to the dehumidifier
Tot. process airflow into dehumidifier(s), A 50000 m3/h
Return air direct to dehumidifier(s), C 0 m3/h

Pre-cooled air, D 50000 m3/h
Pre-cooling ambient air to, D: 6 C
Corresponding to 5.8 g/kg

Ambient air direct to the dehumidifier(s), E 0 m3/h
Point J before pre-cooler 6.0 C
Point J before pre-cooler 5.8 g/kg
Pre-cooling before dehumidifier(s), J to A: 6.0 C

Process air inlet condition, A
Temperature 6.0 C
Moisture content 5.8 g/kg

DR-models only; total wet air flow 0 m3/h

Air mixture to the room
Air direct from pre-cooling to the room, F 0 m3/h

Air direct from ambient to the room, G 0 m3/h
Total airflow to the room 50000 m3/h including the process air flow above
Needed moisture content in 
the total air mix to the room 0.9 g/kg

Leakage H 50000 m3/h, should be 4 m3/h or more to meet average case

Total dry air flow, B 50000 m3/h
Needed moisture content in the dry air 
from the dehumidifier(s), B 0.9 g/kg

Heat load to the room:
Dry air temperature, B 23 C
Heat load 512.2 kW  calculated on the airflows G, B and F

Ambient air

Pre-
cooler

Seibu 
Giken 
DST
Dehumidi
fier

Dehumidified 
room

C

A B

E

D

G

F
H

Leakage

Pre-
coolerJ
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Project: Klimathall Arjeplog

Pull down time
Choosen unit: CF-192HW 2 pcs

Starting temperature 25 C
Starting relative humidity 60 %RH
Atmospheric pressure 1014 mbar
Corresponding to 11.9 g/kg
Capacity at starting climate: 300.00 kg/h for all dehumidifiers together, do not consider pre-cooling

Final temperature -7 C
Final relative humidity 50 %RH
Atmospheric pressure 1014 mbar
Corresponding to 1.1 g/kg
Capacity at final climate: 288.00 kg/h for all dehumidifiers together, do not consider pre-cooling

Depreciation of moisture content in the room:
Partial time Elapsed time Moisture content in room Point J Point A

Start moisture content in box C139: 0.00 h 11.90 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 1.00 h 11.20 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 2.00 h 10.53 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 3.00 h 9.88 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 4.00 h 9.26 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 5.00 h 8.67 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 6.00 h 8.10 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 7.00 h 7.56 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 8.00 h 7.03 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 9.00 h 6.53 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 10.00 h 6.05 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 11.00 h 5.59 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 12.00 h 5.14 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 13.00 h 4.72 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 14.00 h 4.31 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 15.00 h 3.92 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 16.00 h 3.54 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 17.00 h 3.18 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 18.00 h 2.84 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 19.00 h 2.51 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 20.00 h 2.19 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 21.00 h 1.89 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 22.00 h 1.59 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 23.00 h 1.31 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 24.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 25.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 26.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 27.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 28.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 29.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 30.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 31.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 32.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 33.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 34.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 35.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 36.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 37.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 38.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 39.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
1.000 h 40.00 h 1.11 g/kg 5.80 g/kg 5.80 g/kg
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